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uDedicated for extruder and easily replace the original DC motor；

uThe energy efficiency reaches the super high grade, 20% energy saving 

than the DC motor；

uGood characteristics at low speed (constant torque at full speed range)；

uHigh dynamic response and high speed precision；

uMaintenance free(The bearing refueling without stop)；

uUnique internal and external air cooling channel, acheived IP54 

protection grade；

uHigh Power Factor, reduced the factor compensation in the factory 

Advantages of Liansu permanent magnet synchronous servo 
motor in energy saving transformation of extrusion



uDC motor with carbon brush

uAC asynchronous motor（general 

efficiency/highly efficient）

uPermanent magnet synchronous 

super high efficiency motor（servo）

Common types of main motor in extruder



Advantages & disadvantages of  DC 
motor with carbon brush



Advantages and disadvantages of 
AC asynchronous motor



Advantages and disadvantages of permanent magnet 
synchronous high efficiency motor (extrusion special)



Efficiency comparison of DC, AC asynchronous & 
permanent magnet servo motor

Motor Efficiency CurveEfficiency
Permanent magnet 
synchronous motor

Asynchronous motor

Motor with carbon 
brush



Advantage I：Dedicated for extruder and easily 
replace the original DC motor



Advantage 2：Energy efficiency reaches the super high 
grade,and energy consumption pratically test the data

kw/kg



Advantage 3：Energy efficiency reaches super high grade and 
power saving rate



Advantage 4：Energy efficiency reaches the super high 
grade,conclusion



Advantage 5：Good characteristic at low speed（Torque 
constant in full speed range）

Torque

 Rotation speed

Permanent magnet servo 
motor

Normal three-phase 
asynchronous motor

Inverter motor

Normal three-phase asynchronous motor is suitable for working 
within rated speed.
Inverter motor has a better speed adjusting range.
The performance of servo motor is better in low speed 
section(Asynchronous servo is more suitable for showing its driving 
capacity in high speed section).



Advantage 6：The main screw driver can reduce a power level



Advantage 7：High dynamic response and high speed 
precision



Advantage 8：Maintenance free（The bearing will not stop for 
refueling）

The front and rear 

bearings of the motor

adopt non stop 

refueling 



Advantage 9：Unique internal and external air cooling 
channel heat dissipation mechanism,good cooling effect

The stator iron core, the rotor iron core and the bearing of motor have independent heat 

dissipation air duct(initiate double heat dissipating ventilation channels of stator and 

rotor,one more rotor heat dissipating channel compared with traditional motor).
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Advantage 10：High power factor and the required reactive 
compensation is small

The power factor is high, the load 
capacity can be reduced properly, and  
the economic input of reactive 
compensation can be almost saved.In 
particular, the greater the distance 
between the distribution cabinet and 
the extruder, the more obvious 
economic benefits of the "wire loss" 
manifests.



Return on investment

　
Rated 
power
(KW）

Actual 
production 
load rate

Average 
electricity 
saving rate 
compared to 
DC motor

Average 
working hours 
per 
month(20hX24 
days=480 hours）

   Per kilowatt 
hour price
（assume 1 
yuan/hour）

Electricity 
cost per 
month

DC motor 75 66.67% / 480 1 24000

Liansu 
motor 75 66.67% 20% 480 1 19200

The cost of electricity is compared as follows( take 80 
conical twin screw extruder,75KW motor and PVC pipe 
production line as an example: count according to the 
actual production load rate of 66.67%), we expect to 
reclaim the invested cost (compared with DC) in 11 
months.



Same power and same torque contrast picture



Customer site energy saving transformation picture



Contact us：
      Address: Daba Industrial Area , Longjiang Twon , Shunde Section , 

Foshan City , Guangdong , China                                  

      Postal code：528318

       Fax: 0757-23888558                                           

      Tel: 0757-23365136

      Website: www.ls-extrusion.com              

      E-mail : liansu-extrusion@liansu.com


